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SHORT COMMUNICATION

Assembly of Membrane-Containing Bacteriophage PRD1 Is Dependent on GroEL and GroES
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Assembly of the broad-host-range bacteriophage PRD1 involves translocation of the virus-specific membrane to the inside
of the icosahedral protein shell formed of trimeric coat proteins. The formation of PRD1 particles is, in addition to the virus-
encoded assembly factors P10 and P17, dependent on GroEL/GroES chaperonins. The chaperonins assist in the folding of
the capsid proteins P3 and P5 and in the assembly of viral membrane proteins. q 1997 Academic Press

Virus capsid assembly, where typically hundreds of been recently shown by cryoelectron microscopy that
there are 240 copies of P3 trimers in the PRD1 coatsubunits assemble accurately and efficiently to form a

closed protein shell, provides a good model system to packed on a T Å 25 lattice (12). The membrane is com-
posed of host-derived phospholipids and phage-en-study the control mechanisms of macromolecular assem-

bly in general (1, 2). The diverse mechanisms by which coded proteins (11). During the assembly process the
virus-specific membrane proteins are inserted into thedifferent dsDNA viruses reach their final functional struc-

tures can include several conformational changes, pro- host plasma membrane, whereas the coat proteins as-
semble to soluble homotrimers in the cytoplasm. Basedteolytic cleavages, and covalent joinings. Most viruses

clearly require accessory factors in addition to the capsid on the previous biological–biochemical and recent elec-
tron microscopic (12) and Raman spectroscopic studiessubunits to aid their assembly. These factors include

scaffolding proteins, dispensable domains of structural (13, 14), a model of PRD1 assembly has been proposed;
the viral membrane components at the plasma mem-proteins, and either virus- or host-encoded chaperone-

like proteins, or both. brane act as a scaffold for the process where P3 trimers
interact laterally to form a closed shell. This process isBacteriophage PRD1, a Tectivirus, belongs to a family

of closely related viruses, which have the special feature associated with an auxiliary folding event where about
of having a membrane as an internal structural compo- 5% of the amino acid residues in P3 obtain their final
nent of the virion. These phages infect a variety of gram- fold. The particle formation event is absolutely dependent
negative hosts, including Escherichia coli and Salmo- on the function of viral assembly factors P10 and P17 in
nella typhimurium, carrying a conjugative P-, W-, or N- addition to the presence of the major capsid protein P3
type plasmid, which encodes the phage receptor (3, 4). (15). In the final maturation step DNA is packaged into the
The PRD1 particle consists of an outer icosahedral pro- empty virion, and mature phage particles are released by
tein coat surrounding the viral membrane, which, in turn, the host cell lysis. A more detailed description of the
encloses the linear 15-kb-long dsDNA genome (5, 6). The PRD1 system is given in a recent review (16).
genome has a terminal protein covalently linked to the Molecular chaperones are conserved universal cellu-
5* ends and 110-bp-long inverted terminal repeats (7, 8), lar proteins involved in a number of essential processes,
and it replicates via a protein-primed mechanism (9, 10). including protein folding, polypeptide transport, protein

PRD1 infection leads to the synthesis of some 30 virus- disaggregation, and regulation of the heat shock re-
specific gene products, many of which are small mem- sponse (17, 18). The chaperonin proteins of the hsp60
brane-associated proteins. The virion protein coat con- family are large cylindrical heptameric protein com-
sists of two proteins: the minor capsid protein P5 and plexes. The bacterial hsp60 chaperonin GroEL with the
the major capsid protein P3, the latter comprising 70 – cochaperonin GroES was originally described as a host
80% of the total protein mass of the virion (11). It has function essential for bacteriophage l head assembly

(19), but it has later been shown to generally assist pro-
tein folding by binding and releasing repetitively the ma-1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-

dressed. Fax: 358-9-70859098. E-mail: gen_phag@cc.helsinki.fi. turing polypeptide in an ATP-dependent reaction (20, 21).
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TABLE 1

PRD1 Titers (PFU/ml) Obtained on E. coli Strains (Sherwood Casjens, University of Salt Lake City) Carrying Mutations in GroEL or GroESa

in the Presence or Absence of Overexpressed wt GroEL or GroES

377 407 407 / GroESb 407 / GroELc

DW720 wt (pLM2) 5 1 1011 4.3 1 1011 2.8 1 1011 3.6 1 1011

DW719 groES619 (pLM2) 3.7 1 1011* õ104* 4.7 1 1011 õ104

DW715 groEL764 (pLM2) 2.5 1 1011 1.9 1 1011 ND 6.8 1 109

DW716 groEL44 (pLM2) 3.4 1 1011 3.2 1 105* ND 4.9 1 1011

DW717 groEL59 (pLM2) 3.8 1 1010* õ104* õ104 2.7 1 1011

DW721 groEL673 (pLM2) 1.9 1 1011 õ104* ND 7.8 1 1010

Note. ND, not determined; *reduced plaque size.
a The used mutant set represents backcrossed mutations that do not share the same mutational change.
b wt groES allele was introduced to the cells by transforming with plasmid pJBES4.
c wt groEL allele was introduced to the cells by transforming with plasmid pJBEL6.

Besides phage l also at least phages T4 and T5 have (Fig. 1). Cells were infected with wild-type PRD1 using
multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of about 40 and the cul-been shown to depend on GroE in their morphogenesis.

However, there is no universal GroE function in bacterio- tures were grown at /407. To remove nonadsorbed
phage particles, the cells were washed 15 min after in-phage assembly. In this investigation we studied the de-

pendence of PRD1 assembly on GroEL/GroES by exam- fection (3000 rpm, 5 min, Sorvall GSA rotor, /307, 50
mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl). After washing, theining PRD1 infections in different groE mutant hosts.

We first tested the effects of groEL and groES muta- incubation was continued in the original culture volume
and medium at /407 until lysis occurred. Virus particlestions on the plaque formation of PRD1. The PRD1 recep-

tor encoding plasmid pLM2 (22) was conjugated to five were purified by rate zonal sucrose gradient centrifuga-
tion followed by an ion exchange method as describeddifferent mutant strains and to their isogenic parental

strain with wild-type GroEL/GroES. PRD1 was grown on by Walin et al. (26). Although this extensive purification
method was used, the virus material obtained was notthese strains at /377 and at /407 (Table 1). At 377 the

only effect detected was a diminished plaque size on as pure as the particles obtained using S. typhimurium
strains DW717 groEL59 (pLM2) and DW719 groES619
(pLM2) and somewhat lowered titer on DW717 (pLM2).
At 407 all the mutant strains except DW715 groEL764
(pLM2) showed considerably reduced titers (up to seven
logs) and reduced plaque sizes. To verify the cause of
the observed titer reduction, wild-type groEL and groES
genes were cloned to the low copy plasmid pSU18 (23)
by PCR from E. coli chromosome or plasmid pOF39 (24),
respectively. The resulting plasmids, pJBEL6 and pJBES4,
were transformed to the corresponding mutant strains
and the ability of these strains to support PRD1 plaque
formation was tested at/407 (Table 1). In all of the cases
the wt gene rescued the mutant effect. However, in the
presence of the wt groEL gene in DW715 groEL764
(pLM2) the PRD1 titer was somewhat lower than in the
absence of the wt gene.

Thin section electron microscopy of the infected (at
/407) mutant strains indicated that the number of intra-
cellular particles, when compared to the infected wt
strain, was reduced about hundred-fold, much less than
expected on the basis of the reduced titers. The morphol-

FIG. 1. SDS–PAGE of purified PRD1 particles produced in differentogy of the particles formed in mutant strains did not
GroE host strains, lane a. S. typhimurium DS88, a control, lane b. E.differ from that of the wild-type PRD1 (not shown). We
coli DW720(pLM2), wt GroEL/ES, lane c. E. coli DW717 groEL59(pLM2),

examined in SDS–PAGE (25) the protein composition of lane d. E. coli DW719 groES619 (pLM2). The PRD1 proteins are indi-
PRD1 particles formed in E. coli strains DW720 (pLM2), cated at the left. The arrows indicate the positions of reduced protein

band intensities.DW717 groEL59 (pLM2), and DW719 groES619 (pLM2)
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DS88 strain (27). This was due to the very low yield of
particles produced in the E. coli strains and the presence
of flagellar proteins. The contaminant protein bands,
however, did not prevent us from observing differences
between samples purified from groE mutant hosts and
those purified from the wt host (see arrows in Fig. 1).
Intensity was clearly diminished in at least two positions
in the PRD1 protein pattern. The amount of protein P11,
which is located between the membrane and the capsid
and causes the membrane to aggregate (15, 28) was
reduced to about one-fifth of the wt level. In addition the
signal was much weaker at the position of a number of
small membrane bound proteins with molecular weights
below 10 kDa (15, 29).

The influence of groE mutant hosts on the multimeriza-
tion and aggregativity of the PRD1 capsid proteins was
studied by SDS–PAGE and Western blot analysis of the
infected cells. Mutant strains were grown at /377 and
infected with wild-type PRD1. The cells were collected
at 10-min intervals and lysed by sonication. The P3 and
P5 homomultimers are dissociated only after boiling (15,
27). The migration of unboiled capsid proteins in SDS – FIG. 2. Western blots detecting P3 monomers and multimers in
PAGE reveals their multimeric status. Two different pro- PRD1-infected cells collected 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 min postinfec-

tion. Two samples from each time point were analyzed by SDS–PAGE:tein gel samples in the standard sample buffer (25) were
one was boiled (b) and the other was not boiled (nb). Three differentprepared in each case: one was boiled before SDS –
strains were used as hosts. (A) DW720(pLM2) (B) DW717(pLM2)PAGE, and the other one was not. The protein bands
groEL59 (C) DW719(pLM2) groES619.

were identified by Western blot analysis using P3-spe-
cific antibody N180 (30) and polyclonal anti-P5 serum
(31). Multimers of the capsid proteins P3 and P5 could hosts. The reduction of the PRD1 titer in the absence of
be detected in the absence of functional GroEL or GroES, GroEL/GroES was much more severe than the effect
but the amount of monomeric protein increased at the seen on particle formation. The misfolding of the capsid
late stages of infection in GroEL0/ES0 hosts (shown for proteins reduce the particle formation, whereas the re-
P3 in Fig. 2). In another experiment the distribution of duction of protein P11 in the formed particle affects the
the capsid proteins between the aggregative and soluble infectivity (34). This explains the observed differences in
fraction of disrupted cells was investigated. The propor- the titers and numbers of particles detected. It is intrigu-
tion of the aggregative P3 and P5 was found to be in- ing that GroEL/ES is involved in the folding/assembly
creased compared to the wild-type situation, and practi- pathway of the viral membrane proteins.
cally all P3 and P5 in the aggregated fractions of the
mutant infections was in a monomeric form as analyzed
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